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152 years of service
Four retired professors leave behind rich legacies
and noticeable voids
RAY CLARK

by Lauren Holmer
When four of Covenant’s
professors retired last May, they
left behind deep legacies in their
departments, as well as less obvious—but perhaps longer-lasting—legacies in the minds of
generations of students.
Among other concerns, rightsizing, loss of endowment earnings and fears that enrollment
would shrink contributed to the
administration’s decision to make
budget cuts that included offering
Drs. Ray Clark, Paul Hesselink,
Jack Muller, and Doug Sizemore
the option of retiring early with

extra retirement packages. All
four accepted the proposal.
“Covenant will go on, but losing these four men is the biggest
single loss the school has suffered
since I’ve been here,” says faculty
member Cliff Foreman. “What
they brought and what they are
taking away with them is irreplaceable. Our only consolation
is that they will continue to teach
in retirement.”
All four professors will continue to have offices on campus and
teach adjunct courses as needed,
but they are spending their time
in other occupations as well.

Dr. Ray Clark, of the Biblical
and Theological Studies Department, has been at Covenant for
forty-two years. Although originally intending to become a fulltime pastor, Dr. Clark met Covenant’s first president, Dr. Robert
Rayburn, while studying at Covenant Seminary and consented to
Rayburn’s urging that he accept
a teaching position in 1966.
Since then, Clark has taught
everything from Old and New
Testament survey classes to Doctrine, Hermeneutics, and World
Religions.
His favorite students to work
with were freshmen, since many
of them were new to Christian
education. “If they didn’t know
the basics [about our faith], I
got them before anyone else,” he
said.
“His passion for the Kingdom
and his love for the Word of God
has been a key factor in influencing many Covenant graduates to

see RETIREMENT, page 2

Smialek back in Barnes
by Sam Belz
Tami Smialek, Covenant class
of 1981, just entered her 26th year
of work at the college. After eighteen years of coaching women’s
basketball starting in 1984 and

seven years off, Smialek has returned to the sidelines.
Besides being the women’s basketball coach again, Smialek is
also replacing Coach Roy Heinz
as Athletic Director of Covenant
College.

Athletes to Smialek are not just
athletes. They are always studentathletes, a phrase that reflects Covenant’s and Smialek’s emphasis on
athletes doing well in school.

see SMIALEK, page 8

A facilities worker in a protective suit cleans
the room of a quarantined student.

STEPHANIE SIZEMORE

Covenant doubles
up defenses against

H1N1
by Lana Nelson

Sarah Huntzinger has had
sick days before, but this semester was the first time she had
ever been quarantined.
Huntzinger, who suffered
flu-like symptoms at the beginning of the year, was put in a
room on empty hall 3rd South
to wait out the illness. She didn’t
have swine flu, but the college is
refusing to take risks with the
pandemic this semester.
When told that she was going
to be quarantined, she called
her roommate who put together
a bag of her things, including
her computer and DVDs.
“They wait on you hand
and foot while you’re there,”
Huntzinger said, “If you need

anything, they’ll make sure
you get it.” But Huntzinger also
said that, after a few days in the
same room, she went pretty stir
crazy. She was released last Saturday.
At the beginning of the semester an email from Dean of
Students Brad Voyles landed
in students’ inboxes, encouraging them to use the hand sanitizers on campus, follow cough
etiquette, and go to the nurse if
they were experiencing “flu-like
symptoms.”
This email is a part of the
school’s pandemic flu plan,
which the college constructed
last spring. Along with the
quarantine procedure, more
rigorous cleaning practices
have been ordered and hand
sanitizers can be found all over
campus. Covenant is also on the
Center for Disease Control’s list

see SWINE FLU, page 2
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Four pioneering faculty leaders retire, look to future
from RETIREMENT on page 1.
pursue vocational ministry, both
in the church and on the mission
field,” Biblical Studies professor
Herb Ward said of Clark.
Clark is teaching two classes
this semester as an adjunct professor, and is enjoying the more relaxed schedule. He considers the
retirement package a “Godsend.”
Now he helps his wife with gardening and is trying to get back
into reading mystery novels.

partment and director of the Maclellan Scholars program.
Although Hesselink taught
many diverse literature and composition courses, his favorite subject was The Canterbury Tales
and other works of Geoffrey
Chaucer.
Students and faculty alike testify to Dr. Hesselink’s endearing
“dry sense of humor” and his gracious attitude towards students.
“He truly knew the subject
he taught,” says Junior Brigitta
Nortker. “I enjoyed the way he
approached the classroom discussions by encouraging his students
to voice their opinions about what
they had read.
Dr. Hesselink is currently
traveling to various locations in
Europe, including Ireland and
his son’s residence in Oxford.
JACK MULLER

PAUL HESSELINK
Dr. Paul Hesselink taught at
Covenant for thirty-seven years.
During that span he spent several
years as chair of the English De-

Dr. Jack Muller graduated
from Covenant College as a psychology major, and returned to
the school to teach in 1971. He
served a total of thirty-eight years
as a Covenant professor.
Dr. Muller founded the Sociology program in 1978. For many
years he was Covenant’s only fulltime Sociology professor, along
with several adjuncts.
He went on to institute the Interpersonal Counseling program
five years later, and subsequently
taught a variety of classes relating
to counseling, including his Marriage and Family Counseling and
Crime and Delinquency. These
two he particularly enjoyed.
In his retirement he is spending much more time with family,
including his young grandchildren. He believes that his love for
his own family may have been
one of the biggest reasons he enjoyed teaching his Marriage and
Family course.
“I value time with family very
much...one of the principles we
[in sociology] came across twenty-five years ago is that healthy
families spend time together,” he
said.
Muller is teaching two courses
this semester. Along with Social

Psychology, he is overseeing the
Practicum in Sociology students,
who are required to do an internship for a Chattanooga agency
related to their field.
DOUG SIZEMORE

Dr. Doug Sizemore served
Covenant for thirty-five years,
starting out in the psychology department, and later moving to the
Computer Science department.
Dr. Sizemore founded Covenant’s computer science program
by applying for and receiving a
large grant to purchase the college’s first computer, back when
computers were huge and expensive. He also applied for a grant to
bring Internet access to campus.
He also served as the director of
Information Technology at Covenant for a time.
Professor John Hunt describes

Sizemore as a humble man who
never thought he was doing a
good enough job in the classroom. But, says Hunt, “He put
an enormous amount of preparation and effort into everything he
did.”
He says Sizemore used a very
hands-on teaching style. To demonstrate random distribution, he
would have his statistics students
counting M&M’s to make sure
no color was more prevalent than
the rest.
Sizemore is presently working for Blue Cross Blue Shield in
both Chattanooga and Nashville,
using statistics to track medical
fraud. He is “thrilled” to have
the time away from “academic

Students quarantined as college takes precautions against swine flu
from SWINE FLU on page 1.
to receive the H1N1 vaccine. It
should be released in mid to late
October.
The college has had a pandemic plan since the Bird Flu
epidemic a few years ago. Nurse
Barb Michal, the Director of
Health Services, called it a
“fluid plan—changing with the
changing situation.”
Michal said it is hard to predict how long the pandemic will
last, but that Health Services
will be on the alert throughout
the school year.
This semester, there have
been no confirmed cases of
Swine Flu on campus, but

there have been several cases
of “flu-like illness.” The CDC
recommended that a student be
quarantined if found to have a
fever of 100 degrees or more,
along with either a sore throat,
congestion, or a cough. Students are being released when
they have been fever-free for 24
hours without the help of feverreducing medicine.
So far, seven students have
been quarantined in empty halls
on campus. Women are staying
on 3rd South, and men on Gallery. While the students were in
quarantine, facilities services
workers deep-cleaned the sick
students’ dorm rooms.
In order to confirm a case

of Swine Flu, Covenant would
have to test an infected student
and send the results to a state
laboratory. Such a test would
only be administered, however,
if a student’s symptoms led to
hospitalization or if a cluster of
cases of illness popped up on
campus.
In lieu of administering such
a test, Michal has given students another test which reveals
whether an infected person has
Influenza A or Influenza B. Both
types of influenza are common,
but H1N1 is a type of Influenza
A. So far, none of quarantined
students have tested positive for
either Influenza A or B.
Even though H1N1 now has

about the same severity and
treatment as the annual flu, it is
more dangerous because of how
contagious it is. “No one has an
immunity built up to it,” Michal
said. “Someone could cough in
a classroom, and the whole class
could become sick.”
The school must also consider those with chronic health
problems. People with diabetes,
asthma, or other preexisting
conditions are much more likely
to have complications due to
H1N1. These are generally the
people who are hospitalized because of the virus.
“Those with underlying
medical conditions are at a
much higher risk for complica-

Faculty Quote of the Week:

tions for the annual flu, but
even more so with H1N1. If a
student with asthma comes in
with flu-like symptoms, we are
going to watch it very carefully,” Michal said.
Because of this, Dean of
Students Brad Voyles stressed
the importance of students taking responsibility during the
H1N1 pandemic. He called
the students to “comply with
the precautions out of love and
concern for your brothers and
sisters on campus.”

Have a faculty quote you’d like to see published?
Email it to bagpipe@covenant.edu

“Friedman rubs several body parts with important people.”
- Dr. Chiarelli in his Global Trends class

NEWS / OPINION

Yes... to Andrew Pe-

terson. At Covenant College.

Yes...

to the goon who
gave Peterson’s new release a
one-star rating. He got his digs,
and Peterson got a new song.

Letters to
the editor are
welcome!
Send them by email to
bagpipe@covenant.edu, with “Letter to
the Editor” in the subject line.
Or send letters to:
The Bagpipe
Box 169, 14049 Scenic Highway
Lookout Mountain, GA 30750.
• Make letters topical and keep them under
200 words.
• Letters may be edited for clarity and
length.
• Letters should be signed with full name,
class standing, and declared major, if
applicable.
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A Commitment to Community
by Alex Anderson
The most frequently asked question I hear as a Student
Senate member is “What do you guys do?” Admittedly, it
is a difficult question, and the full answer would take well
over 250 words, which, unfortunately, is all I am allowed
to write. However, I want to address the root of the problem—communication.
I am frustrated with the lack of understanding about
Student Senate’s purpose and function. This is NOT your
fault. It is the Senate’s responsibility to communicate its
mission and goals.
Thus, a primary focus of Student Senate this year is
communication. Why? Because the community needs to
stay informed. We want you to know what is happening on
campus, and how you can get involved. We want you to be
aware of how Senate is taking your ideas and making them
a reality. Here are several avenues for communication.
First, continue to read this section. We will have a blurb
every week detailing issues and projects we are working on.
Second, come to Senate meetings on Thursdays at 6pm in
Carter 131 or read the minutes from each meeting, which
you can find posted on the Senate bulletin board in the
mailroom. Finally, talk to your Senators. We love to hear
your ideas and concerns about the campus. Drop by the
Senate office, find us in the Great Hall, or stop us around
campus. Communication is key to building community, and
we will strive to do our part. Talk to you soon.
*Retraction*: The article last week was written by
Thomas O’Ban, not Alex Anderson.

GARRETT REID

The Verdict

A word from Student Senate
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Andrew Peterson perfomed at Covenant on Tuesday night.
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Morton displays a vision of color and movement in

“a pattern logic”

by Amy Reed
In a small room on the second floor of
Kresge Memorial Library stand four walls
full of brilliant colors, patterns, and movement, created by Covenant’s very own artist
Jeff Morton. Morton, chair of Covenant’s Art
Department, created this exhibit, titled “a
pattern logic,” during his sabbatical this past
spring. These products of Morton’s time away
from the college show strategic levels of hard
work and commitment, resulting in a fascinating product – “works of my mind as much as
my eyes,” as Morton calls them.
The exhibit is made up of six large paintings and four drawings. At first glance, it is
easy to miss what is really going on in each
painting. The paintings are “more about
the colors underneath that make the surface
colors more appealing,” Morton explained.
“I wanted these paintings to be worked
and labored; I wanted them to look heavy
but light. Furthermore, I wanted these
paintings to exhibit time as found in the
meticulous brushwork used to build these
fields of color. Each painting has about
10-20 layers to create a visual weight.” But
Morton also pointed out that what’s more
important is the space found between the
painted layers. “I wanted the viewer to get
a sense that there is something else behind
the surface,” he said.
And what is going on between the layers? Anyone who gives these paintings a
detailed look can tell that they have a movement about them. Morton labels this effect
as “a color of flight, whether it’s a butterfly
or a bird. The landscape is never static,” he
clarified. “There’s always something moving across your field of vision.”
Morton’s inspiration for the show comes
from nature and Haiku poetry. He focused
on a different color scheme found in nature

GARRETT REID

“A pattern logic” will be on display until Monday, October 5th

GARRETT REID

for each painting. For example, the pinks and
greens in “Gray Fog Rising,” (shown above)
my personal favorite, are shades derived from
redbud trees and blossoms.
His works also exhibit the “juxtaposition of thought” found in Haiku poetry. “My
artistic practice,” Morton said, “is about blurring the boundaries between the foreground
surface pattern of my paintings and what is
beneath them. The juxtaposition is therefore
felt through the tension between the activity
on top of the work and what is taking place
underneath.”
In explaining his paintings, Morton also
expressed an interest in 17th century Japanese
folding screens. “I lived in Japan for two years
from 1987-89,” Morton explained, “and I

have been studying Japanese art ever since.” cal “a unique privilege.” He explained that
Another source for the paintings is his sketch- after eight and a half years at Covenant, “It
book. “Each painting is bound to a particular was time to take a break from teaching and
drawing found in my sketchbook,” Morton reacquaint myself to my artistic practice.
said.
While the sabbatical was a time for reflection
Morton admitted that it wasn’t always
and rediscovery, it was also a time of preparaeasy to go to the studio. “I had to maintain tion. I think I return from the sabbatical with
a work ethic, to get down in the studio even a renewed sense of vision and purpose to my
when I felt disconnected to my art, or I simply work at Covenant College.”
did not want to be an artist on that particular
Morton’s exhibit is visually stimulating
day,” said Morton. He discovered that “while and carries this sense of vision with it, in quick
the studio was a place of work, it was also a and slow movements with vibrant colors. “A
place of belief. It was a place where I could
pattern logic” will be on display until Monimmerse myself in the practice of painting.
day, October 5th, and I highly recommend
So in some strange way this show exhibits my seeing it before then.
belief and courage to make art.”
Morton considers his time on sabbati-
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Drama Review:

Local theater makes avantgarde Shakespeare work
by Sarah Dollar
I’ll be honest. I wasn’t expecting much
when I decided to go to the Ensemble Theatre of Chattanooga’s production of Shakespeare’s “Hamlet.” When I walked into the
small theatre, my expectations seemed to
be met—a small bit of scenery decorating
a tiny stage. My mind was already making
judgments.
And then the actors stepped on stage.
Soon the lacking scenery and simple costumes no longer seemed of importance when
faced with the talent and passion of the cast.
They kept the audience engaged and riveted
for the ensuing three-hour-long production,
shaming my low expectations, as well as
pushing me outside the mindset of traditionally-interpreted Shakespeare.
If you go to this production expecting a
“normal” Shakespeare play, you’ll be disappointed, but not for long. The experimental
style is brilliantly done, and it causes the
audience to think differently about this classic play.
Each actor plays Hamlet, as well as
several other parts. During his soliloquies,
all the actors come on stage to enact a sort of
conversation Hamlet has with himself. This
visually shows the inner conflict that torments Hamlet throughout the play.
This interpretation not only sheds a dif-

ferent light on the play, but also showcases a
range of talent. Each actor is Hamlet, and
yet each actor also shows another side of
Hamlet’s complex character.
The actors’ talent is further proven in
that each actor plays at least three parts.
Jonathan Nichols, who plays both Hamlet
and Claudius, convinces us each time he
changes costume that he is a revenging victim or tormented villain, whichever the scene
demands. In the same way, Tenika Dye, who
plays Hamlet and Ophelia, can be both the
enraged son and the heart-broken lover.
What is more impressive is that the costumes hang on stage and the actors change
characters in full view of the audience. Yet
with each costume change, the actors melt
away into their current characters and the
audience is as convinced as if they had never
seen the actors literally put on and take off
various personas.
Some might dispute such liberal license,
and, as I did, contend with other variations
such as the portrayal of Polonius as a kind
and attentive father. However, it cannot be
denied that this production of “Hamlet” does
not fail to impress. The talent of the actors
and the tastefully avant-garde interpretation
makes the Ensemble Theatre of Chattanoo- Jay-Z’s first 10 albums were good, so The Blueprint 3 didn’t have to be.
ga’s “Hamlet” a must-see.
“Hamlet” plays every weekend this September at the St. Andrews Center Theatre.

Blueprint 3 shows Jay-Z
no longer has to try
by Austin Humbles

“Hamlet” will be running at St. Andrews Center until September 27. Tickets are $10
for adults and $8 for students.

Rappers often find themselves in a predicament, either they don’t live long enough
to enjoy their success (e.g. Tupac), or they
aren’t successful enough to enjoy life (e.g.
K-Fed). Jay-Z has managed to transcend
this dilemma with unprecedented longevity
and commercial success. At 40 years old,
he’s worth a billion dollars and spends his
time hanging out with Oprah. Obviously
he is on a level rarely, if ever, achieved in
hip-hop.
Jay-Z’s view from the top manifests itself
strongly in his newest album, The Blueprint
3. He’s got nothing left to prove; this is not
an album about hunger for success or rising
to the top. “Ten number one albums in a
row/Who better than me?” he asks. This
is an album that celebrates what Jay-Z
has already done, not what he’s doing. He
proves it by offering nearly an hour’s worth
of uninspired rap about his career highlights. The lyrics from the first single, titled
“D.O.A. (Death of Auto-Tune),” suggested
that Jay-Z was prepared to drop a backto-basics classic. But for a guy accusing
his colleagues of “T-pain’n too much,” he
seems a little short on creativity himself.

Granted, he’s never ventured too far from
rapping about himself, but Jay-Z’s lyrics
usually make it interesting despite the lack
of content. This newest effort finds him
fresh out of ways to tell us he’s rich.
Kanye West practically did more work
on this album than Hova himself, and his
heavy presence keeps the album afloat.
His guest spots as an emcee are the only
ones worthwhile, and his production work
blessedly drowns out the dated material
Timbaland brings to the table. He carries
an album weighted down by sub-par features (Young Jeezy, Drake, J. Cole, and Kid
Cudi) and less-than-stellar work by Jay-Z
himself.
The only song that distinguishes itself
is “Young Forever” - a hip-hop interpretation of the 80’s favorite by Alphaville. Jay-Z
doesn’t drop any lyrical gemstones on the
track, but he is uncharacteristically philosophical as he ponders the immortality that
fame will bring him. The song is not only
catchy, but offers a glimpse into Jay-Z’s
thoughts as he enters the twilight of his
career - “I’m forever young, my name shall
survive.” The Blueprint 3 may not be Jay-Z’s
greatest work, but that doesn’t matter to
him - he’s here to stay.
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I thought Christians were called to love each other

get into political discussions I make it my
primary goal to respect the other person
and their views first, and winning the
Politically, I tend to stay towards
argument naturally gets bumped down
the middle of the aisle, leaning a little
to goal number two. I don’t claim to do
towards the liberal side. Yes, I proudly
this perfectly, but I try to live this out.
voted for Obama, but I am far from beUnfortunately most of the people with
ing a blue-dog democrat. I am quick to
whom I discuss politics are so convinced
question the stances made by the party
they are right that they don’t acknowland that’s how it should always go. I’m
edge any remote possibility that I could
not saying that everyone should register
have come to believe what I do through
as an independent, just that it’s incredany reasonable process of deliberation. I
ibly foolish to devour everything your
am almost always met with an attitude of
party happens to feed you, especially if
condescension and disrespect. Leviticus
it blinds you to glaring weaknesses and
19:18 says, “love your neighbor as yourmakes you unable to appreciate the poself.” Last time I checked, the best way
tential strengths of the opposing party.
to love our neighbors was not repeatedly
When you become so sure of
shoving our political views down each
something that there is absolutely zero
other’s throats and squelching any potenroom for compromise and discussion, the tial for constructive discussion.
tendency is to lose respect for people who
This idea about respect not only
don’t agree with you. When I encounter
applies to the way we interact with our
someone who is extremely conservapeers but also with our authority figures.
tive, I may strongly disagree with their
It is good to constantly be weighing
views, but I like to assume that they have out the decisions made by the people
come to their strongly grounded beliefs
in authority over us. As I mentioned
through some combination of prayer
earlier, we should never just swallow
and reason, and that they are intelligent up everything we are fed, especially by
enough to have a good reason for believ- politicians, but that doesn’t mean we are
ing what they do.
free to have a complete and total lack
This isn’t always easy, but when I
of respect for the people whom God has

by Isaiah Smallman

put in authority over us. So if you don’t
agree with President Obama, then offer
some respectful, constructive criticism.
Don’t go around proclaiming that he is
the communist, Muslim Antichrist. During President Obama’s speech on healthcare this past Wednesday, Representative Joe Wilson yelled out “You lie” loud
enough for the entire chamber to hear
him. This display is a perfect example of
how when we let our ideas take control of
us we can totally lose all sense of respect
for people who don’t agree with us.
In Matthew 5:43-44, Jesus has
some interesting teaching on whom we
are to love. “You have heard that it was
said, ‘Love your neighbor and hate your
enemy.’ But I tell you: Love your enemies
and pray for those who persecute you.” It
seems like this verse pretty much covers
everyone - people who agree with us and
people who don’t. We are called to love
everyone we come into contact with,
even those who persecute us. President
Obama isn’t exactly persecuting anyone, but even if he was we would still be
called to pray for and love him.
It also bothers me that people feel
so confident judging our president’s soul
and character. Obama has professed
to be a Christian and as far as I know,

no one but God can authoritatively say
otherwise. I think it’s about time we start
showing some respect and love to each
other and to our leaders. After all, the
Bible speaks with a lot more authority
than the left or right.

A perfect example of how not to be
respectful, loving or constructive.

The Efficiency of Christ
by Will Lutz

What would Jesus have thought about the hyper-efficiency demanded by Wall Street?

Want to write for Faith or Outlook?
Email your articles to Will Lutz and Hannah Vanbiber.

being subjects to being objects that need
to consume.
Our world, to some degree, is run by
Should our lives be dominated by our
Bureaucracy: a body of people who create culture’s pervasive drive to increase efa system of procedure and routine to make ficiency and prioritize function above all
things quick, efficient, profitable and give else? It may be okay for a Christian busius as little crap to deal with as possible.
nessman to focus on maximizing profit,
For instance, an enormous part of our
but we should be cautious about allowing
economy is determined by Wall Street,
this business ethic to permeate the other
an efficient machine-like place in one of
spheres of our lives. When people expect
America’s largest cities, that functions to
all of life to be run like a business, it’s no
buy and sell. It’s a place for money to be
wonder that people find Jesus so upsetting.
made.
Jesus was horribly inefficient, and a terThis functional mindset tends to obrible bureaucrat.
jectify all things. It makes everything easy
Everywhere he goes, random people
and efficient, and changes people from
arrest his progress, asking him for help,
subjects to objects. This is one thing that
and he is entirely content to set aside any
concerned Karl Marx about capitalism.
prior “agenda” his followers thought he
He argued that Capitalism was bad behad to focus on lepers, children, tax-colcause it turned people into commodities,
lectors, and the poor. We see him stopping
as if they were only economical resources
in the middle of a “sermon” to help a sick
that could be replaced, removed and
man indecorously lowered through the
overlooked. He knew that we were human ceiling.
by nature and that in order for us to have
Acknowledging this rebellion from
truly good lives, we need to be treated like bureaucracy and procedure is important
humans and not objects.
to understanding the full implications of
Imagine yourself at a fast food resthe gospel. Jesus gives us a glimpse of what
taurant, standing in front of the counter.
it might be like to live in a world removed
What do you think of the clerk on the
from slavery to functionalism and efficienother side? Is the person just an object
cy. By setting aside our own agendas and
that will hand you Volcano tacos? It’s
plans from time to time when confronted
incredibly easy, if we’re not watching, to
with the needs of others, we may perhaps
slip into a life of function and procedure
discover an aspect of the kingdom of God
catering to our own needs. We shift from that our world seems to have forgotten.
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“The Rescue” comes to Covenant
By Emily Morris
and Rachael Jones
In the 1980’s, a respected Acholi spirit
medium began channeling the spirit of an
Italian army officer named Lakwena – believed by the Acholi people to be the Holy
Spirit. The medium, Alice Auma, renamed
herself Alice Lakwena and began the Holy
Spirit Movement. The HSM, fighting like
an army, would walk into combat in crossshaped formation singing hymns. They
believed that by following the orders of the
spirit Lakwena, the Ugandan people would
be turned from their evil ways back to God.
For two years, the Acholi people rebelled
against President Yoweri Museveni and
tried to overthrow the Ugandan government. Alice Lakwena was exiled in 1987, at
which time Joseph Kony took leadership.
Kony, claiming to be Lakwena’s cousin,
began the transformation of the Holy
Spirit Movement into the Lord’s Resistance
Army. Not receiving the same support
from the Acholi people as Lakwena did,
Kony resorted to gaining followers by force.
The remaining HSM troops, now fighting for the Lord’s Resistance Army, began
abducting Acholi children to strengthen
their numbers. Today an estimated ninety
percent of the LRA are children.
In response to the LRA’s village attacks, the Ugandan government evicted
thousands of Ugandans from their homes,
placing them in refugee camps. However,
Kony and his army have still managed to

continue their campaign of kidnap and
brutality. To avoid abduction, thousands
of children leave their homes and walk for
miles each night to sleep in a safe place. Of
the thousands of violently brainwashed children in Kony’s army, the few who manage
to escape face lifelong psychological issues.
The war in northern Uganda has been
called the most neglected humanitarian
emergency in the world today. In 2003,
three young men (Laren Poole, Bobby Bailey, and Jason Russell) traveled to Uganda
with the hopes of learning and telling the
story of these “invisible children.”
The documentary that arose from
Poole’s, Bailey’s, and Russell’s trip to
Uganda – “Invisible Children: Rough Cut”
– was the beginning of the Invisible Children organization. Invisible Children’s goal
is to help end Africa’s longest-running war
by exposing Kony’s atrocities to the world.
Their most recent documentary, “The Rescue of Joseph Kony’s Child Soldiers,” includes footage of Poole, Bailey, and Russell
at the signing of the Comprehensive Peace
Agreement in April of 2008. It features
interviews with child soldiers, and suggests
ways that we can help to end this war.
Tomorrow, September 18, a team from
Invisible Children will come to Covenant
for a screening and discussion of “The
Rescue of Joseph Kony’s Child Soldiers.”
Covenant will also soon have its own chapter of Invisible Children, so helping to end
Join ‘The Rescue’ at Covenant College this Friday.
this war doesn’t stop at the screening. Come
on Friday to learn more!

Life, liberty, and the heart of the healthcare debate
by Chris Thornton

rights that the government should ensure
for us the way they ensure freedom. I do not
Healthcare reform comes with many
hear people complaining that fascist ideals
questions. There are many problems and
brought about the public school system.
proposals that have what some think are
Rather, when the free market failed to supfrightening implications. But at the heart of
ply everyone with a good education, society
the matter are some deep ideological difagreed to give it over to the public sector.
ferences that everyone needs to face before
This did not make us fascists but it made
anyone can have a clearer idea of how
us better. If 30 million Americans are going
important healthcare reform is.
without healthcare, and millions more are
The real question that needs to be dealt
unable to change their situation because
with is if we as a country agree with our
they know they would never get healthcare
President when he says that every American
again based on their preexisting medical
living in these United States has a fundaconditions, and if half of all bankruptcy
mental right to have their illness treated.
cases stem from out-of-pocket medical
Once we answer that, we can ask whether
expenses, it is clear that the free market has
our government should work to help its
failed to provide us with that fundamental
citizens realize that basic right.
right to healthcare. It is time for healthcare
President Obama
On one level this is as basic as asking
to be given to the public sphere.
whether one believes in big government or
that we have the right to life, liberty and the
This will not lead to fascism, unless one
small government. My answer is yes, the
pursuit of happiness, and formed our union thinks that Canada, Great Britain, Ireland,
government is responsible for helping its
to realize these rights.
and Spain are all fascist regimes and we just
citizens realize a right to healthcare. But
I think that healthcare fits well with
missed the part where we lost World War
this does not make me a fascist, as my friend “life” and “liberty.” In the same way I think II. The question is, will our representatives
Jonathan Cate seems to think. I simply
education fits well under “liberty” and “the agree and work towards these ideals despite
agree with our founding fathers who said
pursuit of happiness.” Both of these are
how complicated or politically disadvanta-

geous it might be? Or will they continue
to heckle the President on Capitol Hill to
bolster their Twitter following?
Ideally, discourse should be constructive,
which ensures a healthy means of anticipating and solving problems. In Washington,
however, we find little positive discourse
geared at reform. Instead, we encounter
trench warfare geared at keeping things
in limbo so that Congress will fail to bring
about change. Here’s what the President
himself said before a join session of Congress on September 9:
“But what we’ve also seen in these last
months is the same partisan spectacle that
only hardens the disdain many Americans have towards their own government.
Instead of honest debate, we’ve seen scare
tactics. Some have dug into unyielding
ideological camps that offer no hope of
compromise. Too many have used this as
an opportunity to score short-term political points, even if it robs the country of our
opportunity to solve a long-term challenge.
And out of this blizzard of charges and
counter-charges, confusion has reigned.”
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The Bagpipe

New Athletic Director stresses winning games and
doing homework
from SMIALEK on page 1.

Forward Julian Allgeier scored three goals on Saturday

TAD EVEARITT

the sport doesn’t take up all their
time. I just don’t see this as an issue.
Bagpipe: What does the varsity girls’
team look like without Honorable Mention All-American Liz Martin?
Obviously there is a huge hole
without Liz. But in my eighteen
years as coach, there’s always somebody else who comes in and steps
up. I’m very excited about upperclassmen returning to the team like
Brinkley Knowles, Hannah Murphy and Jen Paffenroth. It’s a true
asset to have upperclassmen that
are a little more mature and can
still compete well. We also have a
very solid group of freshmen. But
check with me again about October 17 after we start practicing.

GARRETT REID

Bagpipe: How does Covenant’s athletic program fit into Covenant’s overall
motto “In all things Christ preeminent?”
Smialek: It’s important to look
at the student-athlete as a human
being. As Athletic Director and as
coaches, we want to guide and direct our student-athletes to see that
Christ is preeminent in all that
they do. We don’t just want them
to view Christ as a role in their life
socially or academically. Whether
athlete or not, they are a child of
Christ. We want to help them
grow academically and spiritually
but also physically. How should
they care for their body? This is
an important question. We want
to nurture their skills and the gift
of their bodies. They’ve got to be
disciplined and balanced. They’ve
got to know their boundaries.
Christianity is not a switch we can
turn on and off. We’re either going
to have to have Christ preeminent
or not.
Bagpipe: What’s it like being both
women’s basketball coach and Athletic
Director?
Smialek: Pretty hectic. With
membership in three different national associations there’s a lot of

administrative work. Covenant has
always pretty much been NAIA, of
which we are currently members.
Now, we’re provisional members
of the NCAA but because neither
organization will allow us to compete in post-season play, we’ve also
joined the NCCAA, the National
Christian College Athletic Association. So the month of August
has been pretty hectic, but hopefully not typical. As for coaching,
it’s been really nice so far. Because
of NCAA regulations, Covenant is
not permitted to do anything athletically with the basketball teams
till October 15.
Bagpipe: There’s been some noise
at Covenant that heavy athletic recruiting may weaken Covenant’s liberal arts
strength, because it tends to bring in people who are more interested in their sport
than Covenant’s academics and mission.
What would you say to that objection?
Smialek: With close to 300 student-athletes here, there’s bound to
be some who are here solely for the
sport. As I’ve met head coaches,
all ten head coaches are very committed to recruiting individuals
who really want to be at the college. They tell recruits, “Don’t just
come here to play this particular
sport.” People who do that will get
very frustrated being here when

As of June 1, Tami Smialek (pictured right) replaced Roy Heintz
(left) as the new Athletic Director and women’s basketball coach.
His record at Covenant was 119-93. Smialek formerly served as Enrollment Manager for the Office of Admissions, and Heintz is now
coaching women’s basketball at the University of Alabama Huntsville. The Lady Scots are not allowed to have official practices until
October 15 due to NCAA basketball regulations.

Allgeier hat-trick helps Covenant
down California Lutheran 3-2
Staff Writer
MARYVILLE, TN - Entering Saturday’s game with a
1-2 record, the Scots knew they
needed to overcome the California Lutheran Kingsmen in order
to get their season back on level
terms. And it seemed early on
that the Scots would do just that,
with Covenant’s Julian Allgeier
curling a left-footed shot beyond
CLU goalkeeper Chris Capellini
in just the fourth minute of play
after a good pass from senior Ben
Wagner.
Even after going up 1-0 so
early, the Scots continued to pour
on the pressure. Allgeier went
close with several point-blank
shots and senior midfielder Ford
Quarterman had a penalty kick
saved. It took a Brent Ripple pass
to Allgeier in the 26th minute
to put the Scots up 2-0 and give
them a little breathing room to
end the first half.
After the break, the Scots
picked up right where they had
left off. Allgeier took a pass from
freshman Colby Robbins and
slotted it home for his third of the
game and a three-goal lead for
the Scots. Cal-Lutheran would
not bow out early, though, as
Senior Ryan McDermott scored
two goals late in the second half
to put the pressure back on Covenant. In the end, though, goalkeepers John Eger and Matt Hig-

Allgeier scopes out the field.
gins each made several key saves
to help Covenant hold its ground
and come away with the win.
“We definitely could have
played better today,” Coach Nathan Pifer said after the game,
“But it was good that we came
away with the victory. Julian
scored some nice goals to help us
win the game, but we could have
worked a lot harder as a team.

GARRETT REID

“What’s important,” added
Pifer, “Is that we got the W, and
now that we are at .500 we need
to make sure we don’t fall back
into a losing record for the rest of
the season.” The Scots will hope
to begin that mission on Tuesday
when they travel to LaGrange
College, before returning home
on September 19 to face the University of Alabama at Huntsville.

